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* This paper has been invited specially by the session Chairman. The essence of this paper
was also presented at the SPIE symposium in August 1978.

SYMBOL MATCHING BASED FACSIMILE DATA COMPRESSION*

Wen-hsiung Chen, John L. Douglas, and Robert D. Widergren
Compression Labs, Inc.

Campbell, CA.

ABSTRACT

Presented here is an efficient facsimile data coding scheme (CSM) which combines an
extended run-length coding technique with a symbol recognition technique. The CSM
scheme first partitions the data into run-length regions and symbol regions. The run-length
regions are then coded by a modified Interline Coding technique, while the data within the
symbol region is further subpartitioned into regions defined as symbols. A prototype
symbol library is maintained, and as each new symbol is encountered, it is compared with
each element of the library. These comparisons produce a signature for the new symbol. A
tolerance threshold is used to evaluate the “goodness” of the comparison. If the tolerance
threshold indicates a matching symbol, then only the location and the library address need
be transmitted. otherwise the new symbol is both transmitted and placed in the library. For
finite sized libraries a scoring system determines which elements of the library are to be
replaced by new prototypes. Simulation results are demonstrated for both CCITT and
Xerox standard documents. In all cases the CSM compression ratio exceeds the best
published run-length technique by a factor of at least two, for pages that are predominately
test. For non-test predominate pages, the CSM scheme is at least as good as the best
published run-length technique.

INTRODUCTION

During the past twenty years there has been considerable effort toward the development of
efficient coding techniques for the transmission of binary valued facsimile imagery.1,2 One
large class of systems is based upon the run-length coding concept in which the length of
black and white segments are coded along each scan line. This concept has been extended
to the second dimension where the correlation between scan lines is exploited.3-7 A second
class of systems utilizes the skipping white concept based on the fact that the amount of
black is usually a very small fraction of the image.8 The principal advantage of these two
classes is their adaptability to a wide variety of data sources such as alphanumeric
characters, handwritten script, line drawings, etc. The limitation of these systems,



however, is that only a limited amount of compression can be achieved. There is a third
class of systems which involves character recognition techniques. Significantly larger
compression can be achieved by this system. However, the application of such a system is
very limited since the class of images it can deal with is restricted to typewritten and/or
printed matter with a small number of fonts and formats which the transmitter and the
receiver agree upon beforehand. A block character coding system which incorporates the
advantages of run-length and character recognition has been proposed.10 However this
system has never been tested by simulation or other means. The drawback of this system is
that the compression ratio is expected to be less than that of a run-length coder for those
images where little or no matching can be conducted.

Combined Symbol Matching (CSM) utilizes the best features of an extended coding
technique and a symbol recognition technique. The scheme switches between run-length
mode and symbol matching mode by partitioning the data into run-length regions and
symbol regions. The run-length regions are coded by a modified interline coding technique,
while the symbol within the symbol regions is blocked and processed by a symbol
matching technique. Simulation results of 96 lpi and 200 lpi images indicated that the
compression ratios exceed the best published run length technique by a factor of at least
two for predominately text pages. For non-text predominate pages, the CSM scheme is at
least as good as the best published run-length coding technique. The CSM scheme has
been implemented using Compression Labs, Inc. developed hardware for input images of
96 lpi resolution. In all instances the compression results agree with that of the computer
simulation.

COMBINED SYMBOL MATCHING SYSTEM

The combined symbol matching system is a dual mode encoding system which features the
advantages of extended run-length encoding and symbol recognition systems. Figure 1
illustrates the block diagram of such an encoding system. In operation, n scan lines of
binary image data are stored in a rotary buffer (physically 1/2" of the scanned pages). The
data then feeds into the text locater to determine if a text line can be defined based upon
the structure of data. If the text locater determines that no test line can be defined, then a
fixed number of lines of data in the buffer are coded by an extended run-length coding
scheme—a modified Interline Coder. On the other hand if the text locater determine that a
text line can be defined, a block symbol coding scheme is employed to block the symbols.
A rectangular block is sequentially placed around each symbol of the text line. The first
blocked symbol is automatically put into the prototype library, and as each new blocked
symbol is encountered, it is compared with each element of the library. If the comparison
indicates similarity then the library identification (ID) code along with the location
coordinates are transmitted. If the comparison does not indicate a similarity, then the new
symbol is both transmitted and placed in the library. A scoring system is employed to tract



the usefulness of each library element. This process continues until a specific library size is
achieved. Thereafter, as each unmatched new prototype is placed in the library, the least
useful library element is eliminated. At the receiver, the same size library and the same
scoring system are utilized to maintain synchronization with the transmitter.

Figure 1.  Combined Symbol Matching Coding/Decoding System

a)  Determination of Text Line

In the implemented CSM system, the stored n scan-lines of binary data first undergo the
text line determination process. The stored data is divided into k equivalent segments, and
the projection of black pixels along the scan line of each segment is computed. Let h1 (m),
h2 (m) --- hk (m) be the k projections, where m is the line number in the rotary buffer. Then
it can easily be seen that if the ith segment contains text

(1)



where T1 = minimum number of scan lines that will span one text symbol

T2 = maximum number of scan lines that one symbol will span

and non-text otherwise. Suppose that k', k' # k, is the number text segments determined
from the above process; then a text line can be defined if

ck' - (1-c) (k-k') $ o 2(a)

and non-text line if

ck' - (1-c) (k-k') < 0 2(b)

where c is a constant (o <c <1)

The purpose of dividing the stored data into k segments is to determine if symbol matching
can be used for the regions where characters and noncharacters are mixed together
(Figure 2). It also serves the purpose of determining the text line for those pages with a
minor degree of misplacement. Figure 3 illustrates the skewing effect caused by a minor
misplacement of a page. A test line is determined even if some of the segments are voted
as non-text segments. Of course a few overhead bits are needed to to code the location of
the top of the text line once the line is defined.

Figure 2.  Determination of Text Line with Mixture of Text and Non-Text Regions

b)  Symbol Blocking

The block technique used here emphasizes sequential blocking as opposed to the random
blocking demonstrated in reference 10. This not only minimizes the code bits for
horizontal addresses but also provides fast enough timing for real time implementation.
The basic blocking process is a line casting process as illustrated in Figure 4. The data
within the top and the bottom of the next line is scanned vertically from left to right until a
black pixel is detected. This initially detected pixel defines the left boundary of the
blocked symbol. The scanning process continues to the right until a white vertical line is 



Figure 3.  Determination of Text Line with Skew Effect

Figure 4.  Symbol Blocking Example

detected which defines the right boundary of the blocked symbol. Next the data contained
in the left and the right boundaries of the test line is scanned horizontally from top to
bottom until a black pixel is detected. This defines the top boundary of the blocked
symbol. The process continues from bottom up until a black pixel is detected which
defines the bottom boundary of the blocked character.



The address of the blocked character can now be described horizontally by the pixel
differences, x, between two adjacent blocks and vertically by the pixel differences, y,
between the top of the text line and the blocked character. This address is coded using a
Huffman code table. Next the blocked character can be described by its width ()x) and
height ()y). These properties are later used in the symbol matching process and are coded
only in the instance of a new prototype.

c)  Symbol Coding

After a symbol has been blocked, the decision function is applied to each prototype
element of the library. If a match is indicated only the matching library ID is coded.
Otherwise the blocked symbol is coded with a folded run length coding scheme along with
the symbol height ()y) in addition to being placed in the library as a new prototype
element. The symbol width ()x) is not necessary since an end of data code is used in the
run lengthing of the prototype. The use of the end of data code not only saves a portion of
the bits over the symbol width code but also eliminates the last run length of the prototype.
Figure 5 shows a typical example of bit allocations. Huffman codes are used for the run
length coding as well as the )y. The library ID is coded numerically with log2 L bits where
L is the number of elements in the library. While the usage of library elements is not a
uniform process, the process is of such a structure and is dynamic to the point that
employing Huffman codes provides little savings.

Figure 5.  Transmission of Blocked Symbols



The run length coder used to code the data on the prototype blocks is simply a one
dimensional folded run length coder with runs running along the vertical direction. The
folded run length coder generally provides a small percentage improvement over the non-
folded coder, while the run length along the vertical direction provides another degree of
improvement over the horizontal direction. It is worthwhile to point out that little
improvement can be achieved by using any extended run length coding techniques (e.g.
RAC EDIC, ILC, etc.) to code the prototype blocks. This is due to the fact that more code
bits are necessary to code the short interlines than are required with straight run length
code even though there are correlations among interlines.

d)  Prototype Library and Scoring System

The number of prototypes needed in the library is dependent upon the contents of the
images. For a very dense page, such as the CCITT #4 document, a library of 256 elements
or more is generally needed. For a typical business letter such as the CCITT #1, a library
size of 128 is more than sufficient. The up grade of library size to a larger size generally
improves the compression factor slightly since no library elements need be reinstated once
they are bumped out by the scoring system. The reinstatement of library elements requires
additional prototypes to be transmitted which generally takes more bits than those
additional bits needed to code the up grade library ID. However, the expensive memory
required for real time implementation practically limits one from using a large size library.

The scoring system provides a mean of bumping out the least used prototypes once the
library is full. Many factors (e.g., size of blocked symbols, number of different fonts, size
of prototype library etc.) are involved in determining a good scoring system which needs a
thorough statistical analysis and mathematical modeling. Substantial effort has been
devoted to derive a good scoring system. However, no significant result has been
accomplished. In the current CSM system a simple minded scoring system is used,
whereby the oldest, least used prototypes are eliminated. Every prototype element is pre-
assigned an initial score. As a new blocked sysmbol is encountered the score of those non-
matched elements is decreased by one and the matched element is increased 100. If no
match occurs the library element with the lowest score is then replaced by the new
prototype.

e)  Symbol Matching

The idea of symbol matching is probably the ultimate solution to a high degree of image
data compression. Since more than 80% of the FAX traffic today involves typewritten and
printed matter, an efficient matching scheme for the blocked symbols is of great
importance. It should be understood that symbol matching has a different goal than symbol
recognition. The goal of a symbol matching scheme is to identify symbols that are alike



enough so that if one is used to replace another no error will result in the received copy.
On the other hand, the goal of symbol recognition is to recognize symbols belonging to the
same class, no matter how different they may be.

The natural way to achieve this “matching” goal is to perform a point-by-point comparison
of two symbols, and to count the number of points which are different. If enough points are
similar the symbols are the same for purposes of printed reproduction. If enough points are
different, the symbols are different, from the reproduction point of view, even though they
may belong to the same class.

Since the scanning and digitization process may result in identical symbols being
differently oriented within a block, many unnecessary mismatches would occur if a simple
point-by-point comparison were used. CLI has derived an adaptive matcher which takes
care of this problem and allows for the orientation variations.

f)  Extended Run Length Coding

The run length coding scheme used to code the non-text line data in the rotary buffer is a
modified interline code. Several excellent coding schemes such as Predictive Coding1,
Relative Address Coding4 ordering Techniques5, Interline Coding6, and Edge Differencing
Coding7 are available in the literature. Among them Interline Coding (ILC) generally
provides the highest compression ratio. In the ILC scheme the odd numbered scan lines are
coded by regular run length coding (RLC) where the black and white runs are treated
separately due to the difference in statistics of black and white runs. The even numbered
scan lines are separated into two regions depending on whether or not the color of the
pixels immediately above and below are different. The pixels in the first regions are coded
one after another by RLC. The positions of those pixels whose colors are different from
pixels in the second regions are also encoded by RLC. The idea of reconstructing an even
line by its two immediate odd lines is modified in the Combined Symbol Matcher to
improve the coding efficiency. Since correlations among interlines often exist over more
than three lines (even with 96 lpi images), the modification is made to estimate a variable
number of lines by their two adjacent lines. The total number of lines involved ranges from
1 to n where n is dependent upon image resolution. Generally for the 96 1pi resolution
images, the optimum number of n is 4 while for 200 1pi images the number of n is 7.

g)  Huffman Code Generation

As described earlier separate Huffman Code tables are used for coding the various
elements of the data. The codes are adoptively generated without overhead by the
following technique. Both transmitter and receiver begin initially with a nominal set of
Huffman Code tables and during the process of using these codes, both the transmitter and



receiver keep new statistical information. At the point in time when a sufficient amount of
statistics has been gathered for any one table, both transmitter and receiver generate new
codes and reinitialize the statistics for that table.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A series of computer simulations has been conducted to evaluate the performance of the
algorithm presented. The original test images used to evaluate the algorithm ranges from
the CCITT documents (200 lpi resolution) to the Xerox standards (100 and 200 lpi). In all
cases the simulation results indicate that the compression ratio exceed the best published
run length technique by a factor of two for predominately text pages. For non-text
predominate pages, the result is as good as the best published run length coding technique.
Figures 6a and 7a show the original CCITT standards of #1 and #4. Compression ratios
48.9 and 20.3 were achieved for these standards and the results are shown in Figure 6b
and 7b. Figures 8a and 9a illustrate the original Xerox standards with 100 lpi resolution.
The compressed results are illustrated in Figure 8b and 9b with compression ratio of 14.95
and 4.48 respectively. It is worthwhile to mention that the compression ratios for the
Xerox documents could have been much better if the originals were clearer copies. The
broken characters on the upper right hand area suggests that the original documents used
for digitization must be several generation copies.

CONCLUSION

An efficient facsimile compression algorithm which combines an extended run length
coding scheme and symbol recognition scheme has been presented. The algorithm uses a
modified interline codes to code the non-test segment and uses a sequencing symbol
blocking method to block the test data for matching. The blocking method presented is
applicable only if a test line can be defined. This is equivalent to say the orientation of the
page has to be in “portrait” mode. Furthermore the algorithm is not optimal since the
processor selects either run length or symbol matching on the entire 8½" page direction
basis depending on the outcome of the voting strategy. A more efficient algorithm which
mixes the run length regions as well as symbol match regions along the 8½" page direction
has been derived and test is currently underway at CLI to evaluate the algorithm. This
algorithm can handle not only the “portrait” mode and “lanscape” mode as well.

It is worth to note that the algorithm processed is not an entropy preserving scheme. The
symbol matching process itself allows for signature threshold difference in declaring a
match as there is hardly ever a totally exact signature match even in obviously matchable
symbols. This is due to various factors such as scan density and original page quality.



(a)  Original (b)  48.9:1 Compression
Figure 6.  Combined Symbol Matching Experimental Result (200 ipi)

(a)  Original (b)  20.3:1 Compression
Figure 7.  Combined Symbol Marching Experimental Result (200 lpi)



(a)  Original (b)  14.95:1 Compression
Figure 8.  Combined Symbol Matching Experimental Result (100 lpi)

(a)  Original (b)  4.48:1 Compression
Figure 9.  Combined Symbol Matching Experimental Result (100 lpi)
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